
 

 

REVISION: BUSINESS MANAGEMENT    13 JUNE 2013 

Lesson Description  

In this lesson, we revise: 

 How to solve business problem by applying  creative thinking techniques 

 Ethical and professional business practices 

 The differences between leadership and management  

Key Concepts 

Creative Thinking 

 A person is creative if they can perceive things differently. 

 Creativity involves being innovative. (Introducing new ideas). 

 Creative thinking would be thinking out of the box. 

 To look at challenges in a different way. 

 A creative thinker thinks in original and open ended ways. 

 He/She creates new circumstance through new ways of thinking. 

 To think creatively to assist you in making a success of the business in a competitive business world. 

 Creativity is to use new ideas on existing challenges. 

 Creative thinking leads to new ideas. 

 It is also to be able to accept the unusual without judgment. 

 The different challenges which arise in the three business environments must be handled by being 

innovative and creative. 

 Businesses are facing challenges like never before because of globalisation, increased competition, 

diversity among consumers and the availability of new forms of technology. 

 Creativity and innovation play an important role in the success of the enterprise especially when 

strategising, designing new goods and services and boosting employee morale. 

Why is creative thinking so important to business? 
 

 Do you remember our definition of an entrepreneur? We said that an entrepreneur is someone who 

sees an opportunity, takes risks, thinks creatively and innovates. (Remember that innovation means 

to bring a completely new product to the market.)  

 In order to be innovative, we must be able to think creatively. 

 The business world is dynamic and challenging. With challenges come problems.  

 We cannot allow problems to get in the way and hold us up, and therefore we need to be able to 

think creatively to find solutions, implement them, and move on. 

 It’s not only managers and entrepreneurs who need to be able to think creatively; everybody today 

needs to confront problems and deal with them swiftly, or they will get the better of us.  

 A company that lacks creativity is a weak company, and will not survive.  

 A creative company has a competitive edge in the market place. 

  



 

 

What do we need to be creative? 
 

Creativity is something that can be developed in everyone.  

 

That means it can be learnt. In order to find creative solutions to a problem we need to possess three 

characteristics: 

 

1. Personal know-how 

 It is a combination of skills, expertise and aptitude. The more knowledge we have, and the more 

expertise we have, the better equipped we will be to find creative solutions to problems. 

 

2. Involvement 

 If we are involved with the problem (such as being directly affected by it), the 

 more motivated we will be to come up with a solution.  

 The more motivated we are, the better our levels of performance and the more successful we will be.  

 We generally work much harder (put in more effort) at solving problems that directly affect us than 

we would at solving someone else’s problem.  

 Being involved with the problem also means that you bring your own unique thoughts and ideas to 

the problem-solving table. 

 

3. Creative thinking skills 

 We need to know how to tackle a problem, and this includes knowing the various options we have to 

find a solution.  

 The ability to critically examine a problem from all angles, and analyse and evaluate solutions, is a 

skill that can be taught. We always need to have our thinking caps on! 

Problem Solving 

 Creative thinking is more important than ever in the business world, because the business’s success 

is often determined by employees’ ability to come up with new ideas, create innovative solutions and 

to convert problems into opportunities. 

 Problem solving refers to a person’s ability to find solutions for difficult situation. 

 Problem solving is a skill that can be acquired. 

Remember Gr. 11 Problem Solving Techniques 

 The Delphi technique 

 The force field analysis 

 SCAMPER 

 Empty chair technique 

 Simplex 

  



 

 

Business Ethics Involves 

 Fair practice with employees and customers 

 Corporate social responsibility 

 Issues regarding the rights and duties of a company and its shareholders 

 Issues concerning relations between different companies 

 Leadership issues, e.g. corporate governance 

 Political contributions made by business enterprises 

 

There is a fine link between professional and ethical behaviour. 

The relationship between ethical and professional behaviour 

Ethical behaviour 

 Refers to a set of values that are morally acceptable in society which defines right, good and fair 

actions. 

 Business ethics refers to rules and principles which influence best business practice. Businesses 

develop their own code of ethics for best practice. 

 Ethical conduct is a prerequisite for being called a professional. 

Professional behaviour 

 A set of standards of expected practices, e.g. treating people with respect. 

 Specific occupational practices have developed their own codes of professionalism 

Being professional means 

 Demonstrating appropriate behaviour towards colleagues, superiors, subordinates and the public at 

large. 

 Avoiding the pursuing of personal agendas at the company’s expense. 

 Representing your employer, co-workers and yourself with dignity. 

 Setting standards for expected practice, e.g. to treat persons with respect. 

 Career practices that are developed, e.g. Professional dress 

 Appropriate behaviour towards persons in positions of authority, co-workers, the public, etc. 

 That it is unprofessional to make promises that are not adhered to. 

 Most professions have developed their own professional code, e.g. medical profession. At times this 

code is stricter than the law. 

Code of best practices for corporate governance (King’s Code) 

 Corporate governance refers to the way in which a company is governed. 

 It also explains the relationship between the company and its stakeholders (e.g. shareholders, 

customers, directors, managers). 

 Judge Mervyn King developed a code of best practice of corporate governance.  

 This Code focuses on transparency, responsibility, accountability, fairness, sustainable 

development, leadership and values. 

 These issues reflect professionalism within the business. 

 Business entities should act as responsible corporate citizens. 



 

 

Difference between Management and Leadership 

 Although there is a difference between management and leadership, there is also a link.  

 A manager is not necessarily a leader, because this position could have been reached on the 
grounds of the number of years employed in the business, or qualifications obtained. 

 A good leader could have good management skills so that he/she is both a good leader and a good 
manager. 

 Most people are born with leadership qualities, while managers are formed through qualifications 
and experience. 

 A leader leads the business and the manager is responsible for the implementation of the decisions. 

Management 

 This is the process of getting things done by exercising responsibility resulting from a particular 
position. 

 Management involves enforcing rules on subordinates even if it is not the most efficient way of 
completing a task. 

 Management occurs on different management levels: 

 Top level - Strategic decisions, e.g. managing director Middle level - Tactical decisions, e.g. 
production manager Junior/Lower level - Operational decisions, e.g. supervisor 

 Managers are mainly involved in the management elements: 
- Planning 
- Organising 
- Leading / Activating 
- Control 
- Communication 
- Delegating 
- Disciplinary action 
- Coordinating 
- Decision- making 
- Motivation 

 A good manager must have certain characteristics and / or skills, e.g. good human relations, 
knowledge of the different departments in the business, good management style, etc. 

 A manager has authority because of his position. 

Traditional Leadership and Management Style 

Autocratic/Boss-Centered Leadership Style 

 The leader tells subordinates what must be done and how it should be done.  

 Employees have no say and there are no negotiations. 

 Top-down approach with one way communication in the form of orders and instructions. Not 
concerned about the opinions of others. 

 Has a de-motivating influence on other people in the business. 

 Not an effective style but can be suitable in crisis situations. 

Participation Leadership 

 The execution of tasks is not in the authority of only one person.  

 Leader keeps responsibility and authority to make the final decision.  

 This is a good style to motivate employees and to keep their loyalty.  

 Leads to better decision-making, although it can be time consuming.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Laissez-faire / Free Reign / Subordinate Centred Leadership Style 

 This is a subordinate centred leadership style 

 Leader is not part of the decision-making process. 

 The leader allows employees to make decisions within the framework of the business’ policy, 

especially if they have the expertise. 

 However, the leader is still responsible for the decisions that are made. 

 Leaders will handle conflict by allowing subordinates to find their own solutions to problems. 

 The leader gives very little direction to subordinates. 

 May lead to frustration on the part of the employees if they do not have the necessary expertise. 

 Such leaders are seen as weak and unsuitable by the employees. 

 Only suitable when employees are highly experienced. 

 It can also be used when the leader wants to empower the workers through delegation. 

New Leadership and Management Style 

Charismatic Leadership Theory 

 Charismatic leaders inspire subordinates through charm, emotion and personality. Charismatic 
leaders inspire trust, faith and belief in themselves. 

 Persons follow these leaders because of their vision. 

 They give recognition for good efforts. 

 They allow subordinates to develop by first giving easy tasks and gradually more complicated tasks. 

 Motivation plays an important role as subordinates are rewarded for good work. Charismatic leaders 
serve as role models for employees and other persons. 

 It is not always a suitable style for a business environment. This style is more suited in the political 
environment. 

Transformational Leadership Style 

 These leaders are also known as transitional leaders. 

 Their attitude leads other persons to make positive changes in the workplace. Transformational 
leaders guide followers through change. 

 Transformational leaders aim to reduce or remove doubt and resistance. 

 These leaders assume that people will follow a person who inspires them, and that the way to get 
things done is by injecting energy and enthusiasm. 

 Not very successful in a business environment, unless the leader is appointed to deviate negative 
influences in the business. 

Transactional Leadership Style 

 The transactional leader communicates clearly what is required from subordinates and how 
subordinates will be rewarded for following orders. 

 When the transactional leader allocates work to a subordinate, subordinates are considered to be 
fully responsible for the work. 

 Formal systems of discipline are usually in place. 

 When things go wrong, subordinates are considered to be personally at fault and are punished for 
their failure 

 Will handle conflict by making use of disciplinary procedures and by punishing inappropriate 
behaviour. 

 On the other hand subordinates are rewarded for succeeding. 

 Situational leadership style 

 Situations within the business will influence the leader to implement this style. 

 Leader will personally be influenced, as well as his performance, by environmental issues outside 
the business. 

 Leader has a facilitator’s role if the employees are skilled and motivated. 

 If the employees need leading and motivation, this leader must take an autocratic role. The success / 
failure of this style depends on the relationship between the leader and his subordinates. 

  



 

 

Questions 

Question 1  

(Adapted from Business Studies for All, Macmillan, Grade 12, Activity 7, Pg. 127) 
 

 
 
Sue Mahlangu, a B Com graduate from Unisa, had been working as a clerk in a large company for the last 
six years. When her Aunt Maggie asked her to join her successful knitting factory which she has started 
three years ago, Sue was very interested. The company was receiving orders for jerseys, but despite the 
high demand for their quality products due to reasonable prices, Maggie has been unable to keep things at 
the company running smoothly. Sue found the factory in disarray. No one knew who to turn to for advice, 
what quantities to produce, and what quality standards to adhere to. Sue knew she needed to find solutions 
to the problems.  
 

a.) Identify the various problems in the factory by looking at the artwork and reading the case study.  
b.) Use the steps discussed to solve these problems, up to finding workable, logical and reasonable 

solutions. 

Question 2 

(Adapted from Nov 2009, DoE, Question 4.5) 

Read the following case study and answer the questions that follow: 
 

EXACTRA MINING COMPANY 
 
Exactra Mining Company, in Ermelo, is mining asbestos, which is a highly toxic substance. They 
want to open a second mine in Badplaas. 
 
The area is next to a breeding ground for different types of birds and fresh-water fish. It is also a 
popular tourist attraction which is frequently visited by environmentalists and international 
tourists. 
 
Most residents are unskilled and unemployed. There are very few shops and no recreation 
facilities for the community. 
 
The mine will create employment for the local people by building a school and a clinic. 
The environmental groups are opposed to the mining operation at Badplaas. They believe that 
the waste products from the mine will pollute the wetlands and members of the local community 
may suffer from asbestosis, a disease contracted from asbestos mining. 

 
a.) Apply the force-field problem-solving technique to address the above problem.   (10) 
b.) Recommend whether the mining operation should commence or not.    (4) 

  



 

 

Question 3 

(Adapted from Business Studies for All, Macmillan, Grade 12, Activity 4, Pg.137) 

 
Jerkin's Cheese Factory 
 
Mr Jerkins recently opened a cheese producing plant, which has now become quite 
successful. Consumers love his product as it tastes really good, is low in price, and has a 
long shelf life. However, Jerkins is adding various colourings and preservatives to the 
cheese and not declaring it on the label. He has been getting away with this as he bribes 
the health inspector not to report him to the authorities. 
 
He can keep his prices low because his salesman, Bennie, has a brother who works for the 
opposition and gives Bennie inside information about various stores, what they order, and 
the prices they pay.  It would also cost him a lot of money to have the waste products from 
the factory taken away, so at night he gets his driver to dump it on some vacant land near a 
small town. He also repackages stocks of cheese that are past their sell-by date, and then 
sells these to unsuspecting stores.  
 
The conditions at the factory are poor, and the workers are very dissatisfied - some workers 
have been fired without the employer following labour law practices. They are also getting 
really sick of Jerkins losing his temper and shouting at them all the time.  

 

 
 

a.) Identify the unlawful, unprofessional and unethical business practices in the picture and the case 
study.  

b.) Recommend solutions and improvements for Mr Jerkin in line with good business practice.  
c.) What do you think the salesman Bennie should do about the ethical dilemma he has regarding his 

brother? 
d.) What should Mr Jerkins do about Bennie? 



 

 

Question 4 

(Adapted from various sources) 

 
4.1 Which ONE of the following would you regard as an ethical business practice? 
 

a.) Price fixing between cellphone service providers 
b.) Competitors working together to fix government tenders 
c.) Commercial banks fixing bank charges 
d.) Charging the same price for goods in urban and rural areas 

 
4.2 The monitoring of best business practice includes economical, environmental and social issues. This is 

largely due to... 
 

a.) SWOT analysis. 
b.) King's Code. 
c.) general management. 
d.) problem-solving techniques. 

 
4.3 An external factor that regulates the way in which businesses handle ethical challenges: 
 

a.) Company mission statement 
b.) Government legislation 
c.) Safety and security legislation 
d.) Company procedures  

 
4.4 Which ONE of the following could be regarded as unprofessional and unethical behaviour? 
 

a.) Increasing prices in line with competitors 
b.) Selling second-hand goods for new 
c.) Finding a substitute for the competitor's product 
d.) Employing unskilled workers  

 
4.5 Which ONE of the following could be regarded as unprofessional and unethical behaviour? 
 

a.) Not starting a venture at the expense of someone else 
b.) Paying of taxes to SARS 
c.) Not abiding to legislation with regards to minimum wages for employees 
d.) Taking care of the environment and society 

 

Question 5 

(Adapted from DOE Various Sources) 
 

a.) The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Tongaat Huletts Sugar Limited wants to consult with all 

stakeholders to achieve specific production targets. This is known as the ... management style. 

A  autocratic 

B laissez-faire  

C democratic  

D charismatic 

 

b.) A principal at a school who instructs educators without accepting input from them illustrates the ... 

management style. 

A  participative 

B  autocratic 

C  free-reign  

D  charismatic 



 

 

 

c.)  The ability to influence others based on personal charm and inspiration is known as the ... 

leadership style. 

A free-reign 

B autocratic 

C charismatic  

D super 

 

d.)  Which ONE of the following is a function of a workplace forum? 

A  Ensuring that employers engage in social responsibility programmes 

B  Planning staff functions 

C  Joint participation by employers and employees in labour issues 

D  Negotiating loans on behalf of the enterprise 

 

e.)  The best way to resolve conflicts is to ... 

A  promote the affected worker. 

B address conflicting issues and solve them. 

C  ignore the affected worker. 

D transfer the affected worker. 

Question 6 

(Adapted from DOE Mar. 2009, Question 4.3 & 4.4) 
 

a.) Name and explain ONE management style that you consider to be most effective in 

ensuring maximum success in business presently.     (4) 

b.) Differentiate between management and leadership. Explain whether a good manager is  

better than a good leader.        (12) 

 
 


